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Abstract. With the development of advance fabrication, several digital fabrication approaches have been developed. These approaches enable better form exploration than the conventional manufacturing process. But, the built examples mostly rely on advance machinery which
was not familiar or available in developed country where construction
workers are still abundant. Meanwhile, much knowledge gathers in
the field practice. This research is aimed to explore an alternative construction workflow and method with the combination of mass customization and conventional construction method and to propose the
structure system that emphasized this alternative workflow and method. Lattice structure was proposed. The conventional construction
method was used in the struts production and mass customization
method, laser cutting, and was used for connection production. The
algorithmic process was used mainly for data mining, details design,
and component production. The backtracking was needed to be predicted and addressed previously. Considerations that will be needed to
be tested by further example are on the transition from the digital process to the manual process. Next research could be for analysing the
other engineering aspect for this prototype and suggesting other structural system with more optimal combination of conventional construction and mass customization.
Keywords. Mass customisation; algorithmic design; digital fabrication; geodesic dome; lattice structure.

1. Introduction
In this modern and urban civilization, there are always need of unique space
experience, especially in open, public or recreational space. It could be gen-
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erated from a simple form or complex form of structure. Furthermore, what
considered as complex form or structure always changes as the society
moves and learns.
Moreover, in a complex urban city, construction of a building could be
not just about creating unique physical building (Wood, 2007). Every built
structure has its ‘tectonics’. It is the characteristic of building that is explained through its structure, construction method, details, to its material.
Built structure could not only be evaluated in terms of geometry, economy,
or typology, but also social terms. Directly or not, who built a structure,
could affect its ‘tectonics’ (Frampton, 1995).
With the development of advance fabrication machinery, several digital
fabrication approaches have been developed. Some built examples of the approaches have been erected. The approaches have advantages in its mass
customization ability; the ability to create different type of component in relatively efficient way. This ability enables better exploration of form than the
conventional manufacturing process (Kolarevic, 2003).
Some of those built example mostly rely on advance machinery which
are not familiar or available in developed country. In addition to that, most
of those approaches require more special machinery and material. Meanwhile, in developing country, construction workers are still abundant.
The formalized knowledge of heavy machinery and/or digital fabrication
tends to set the term of “modern” method of constructions. But, much
knowledge actually gathers in the field practice. Those knowledge are those
that gathered by the field workers, on-site supervisor, and other field practitioners. The field practitioner somehow has different thinking or workflow
with that of digital fabrication. Especially in developing countries with a lot
of traditional construction workers, this hidden skill might be valuable to be
collected and used in modern construction method. As mentioned by Ellen
and Harris (2000), however much systematic and technical knowledge is
used, there is always a need for an interface from the knowledge to the real
world problem, which is much depended on the individual knowledge of the
workers.
Thus, an optimal combination of mass customization by machinery with
the conventional construction method by workers should be proposed to enhance the exploration of form in the case of limited availability of technology and funding. This research is aimed to explore an alternative construction
workflow and method with the combination of mass customization by advance machinery and with conventional construction method in developing
country, especially Indonesia. This research also aimed to propose the structure system that emphasized this alternative workflow and method.
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2. Conventional construction process
Conventionally, design of the building was seen as the consequences of
building material manufacturing process. As the most building material will
be cheaper as the increase in the quantity, as the concept of mass production,
standard building component tend to be used, thus creating boundary in geometry (Dunn, 2012). But, this system offers simplicity which makes it simple to construct. Its simplicity and standardization makes it easier to assemble, to imagine, and to manage. Most of the available workers in Indonesia
could easily understand the system.
Conventional construction process also has its consequence in design to
construction workflow (Figure 1). The architect tends to take considerate
component and material available. Structure system usually is taken as consideration in the design process. Since structure system is much bounded by
component and material available, geometry also become restricted.

Figure 1. Conventional construction process workflow

3. Mass customization approach
As the technology of manufacturing advances, building design could be independent from standard material manufacturing. New machines have
emerged with more compact size, relatively cheaper, and more flexible–
compared to large scale factory machines. Digital fabrication tools, as a term
of emerging manufacturing technology, is the key of mass customization.
While mass productions could create exactly same item cheaper in large
scale, mass customization could produce large quantity of different item in
same price as if producing same items (Dunn, 2012; Kolarevic, 2003; Lim et
al, 2012). The capability of mass customization could not be separated from
digital fabrication tool, designer workflow that using it, and digital computing that are hidden behind it.
As its term suggests, digital fabrication tools uses the means of digital
language to comprehend process which are too complex to be handled conventionally. Its language enables digital fabrication tool to do precise, repetitive, fast movements; whether it is cutting, routing, milling, or forming
(Dunn, 2012)
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Algorithmic design is also important in the use of digital fabrication
tools. Since it used to fabricate complex design, algorithmic design enables
architect to tackle the emerging complexities (Jabi, 2013; Dunn, 2012).
Complexities that are handled ranges from its geometry data, assembling data, to precise material handling. It creates better liberty for components geometry.
But, this automated method is not without backtracking (Agre, 1997).
Compared to crafting methods, digital fabrication tools are still lacking in its
flexibility and its response to errors. It is controlled by rigid rules that disable them to jump its process or to rewind its process. After production from
digital fabrication tool, it may still need to be adjusted manually since not
every variable of construction process is prepared. While conventional construction method may also include adjusting, it is still simpler because its
component is more familiar for builder and workers.
These characteristics of mass customization are also affecting the workflow for designer (Figure 2). While the conventional construction makes designer considered available components in the market, mass customization
makes designer considered how the component should be fabricated. From a
preliminary geometry, designer goes deeper to design the detail of component, considering its production and assembling. It is almost like a designer
takes part in production of components (Kolarevic, 2003).

Figure 2. Mass customization process workflow

4. Combination of mass customization and conventional construction
As described in the previous chapter, there are several distinctive differences
between mass customization processes with the conventional construction
process in terms of designing complex structure (Table 1).
From the both workflow, it is also could be seen the differences between
both system. In case of limited availability of digital fabrication tools, workflow for the combination of conventional construction and mass customization are proposed (Figure 3).
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Table 1. Comparison of conventional construction and mass customization

Conventional Construction
Mass Customization

Advantages

Disadvantages

- Easier to assemble and to manage

- Expensive in low quantity

- Availability in market

- Bounded geometry

- Cheaper in low quantity

- Limited in developing country

- Flexible design

- Backtracking

Figure 3. Conventional Construction and Mass Customization Combination Workflow

In terms of complex geometry, unique components are crucial. But creating all of the components by digital tool might be inefficient. So, a workflow
that uses the advantages of each system efficiently was suggested. This
workflow started by designing an optimal structure system that uses mass
customization only in crucial component and uses standard component for
the rest of the component. The structure system and its geometry should be
optimized to achieve lower quantity of mass customized component and
lower variation of standard component.
From its structure system design, the standard components and special
component should be delivered separately. Standard components could be
purchase from market, while the special component should be fabricated
through digital fabrication tools. These components then assembled on site.
What should be considered importantly in the design of the component is the
easiness in assembling. Since it is more labour intensive than a pure mass
customized construction, how much the worker could understand and execute the assembling process should be considered and prepared.
This process, as design process always did, will be in a form of iteration
where many variations might be generated and the process might be move
back to previous steps earlier. With more consideration included by the use
of mass customization, iteration that is needed might be more complex. This
iteration might be helped by the use of algorithmic process. It might be used
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during optimization of the structure design to the detailed component generation.
5. Proposed structure: lattice structure
One of structure developed was a lattice structure with mass customized
connections. The idea was using standard components for the struts and
mass customized components for the connections.
5.1. GEOMETRY AND OPTIMIZED STRUCTURE
Geometry and the structure should be optimized to reach a lesser amount of
variation and smoother result. Struts could be determined by meshing. Optimizing meshing or re-evaluate geometry should be done to achieve the optimum configuration. Several ways to done this in algorithmic design software are:
• Re-meshing component plugin to smooth the mesh generated.
• Divide surface to create grids based on NURBS curves.
• Geodesic configuration special for dome structure (Figure 4.).

Struts are the components that should be handled manually. The desired
variety and length could be provided by manually adjusting the purchased
components. By minimizing the number of variety, the lesser errors could be
reached as the workers doing the simpler jobs.

Figure 4. Geodesic configuration algorithm

5.2. CONNECTION COMPONENTS
Connection component design was proposed. It is basically a multi-faces
box with each faces’ normal were parallel with the axis of struts. Number of
faces depends on the grid of the structure; it will be a hexagon if triangle
grid is used, it will be a box if square grid is used.
Algorithm for the connection could be described as following (Figure 5):
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• Generate the mesh edges as the struts axis.
• Determine the end of the struts by evaluate 2 point near the end of each edges. Distance of each point with the nearest endpoint depends on the desired
width of the connection.
• Create a plane with normal parallel with the edges at each end of the struts.
• Offset mesh points twice, inward and outward, the distance of each pair of
outward and inward points depends on the desired height of connection.
• Create plane with normal parallel with the centre point of previously offset
points and resultant vector from the normal of surrounding mesh surface.
• Create geometry from the bounding planes around each of mesh points.
• Create the silts.
• Remove one of the caps.

Figure 5. Algorithm for connection design

The connection component is the digitally fabricated component. There
are several digital fabrication tools that could be used.
Cutting. The component could be made by fabricated the faces of each
component and later assemble it by welding. The connection component
model first needs to be unfolded. The digital fabrication principle that could
be used is the cutting, where laser or waterjet cutter.
Milling and routing. Milling and routing tools could be the other tools
that could be used to fabricate the faces of each component. It could be used
for thicker plate. Milling tools could also be used to directly carved block of
material into shape. This could simplify the production with cost compromise. Fabricating each face by milling tools was used in this case study.
Forming. Forming tools; moulding, and 3D printing, could be also used
to fabricate the connection. The 3D printing could be used just as the rapid
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prototyping tools for the base mould or directly using it to fabricate the
component.
5.3. BUILT EXAMPLE
The built example of this structure was a bamboo geodesic dome with diameter of 10 meters built in World Bamboo Festival 2015 in South Korea (Figure 6). It tries to adopt as closed as possible the workflow and algorithm that
has been proposed. Algorithmic design system was used. It serves mainly to
generate rapidly the optimized structure model to be reviewed. It was also
used for generating the geometry of the specialized connection to be mass
customized.

Figure 6. Built example: Bamboo geodesic dome

At this project, geometry that assigned was a dome. To reach as small as
possible number of member variation, a lattice structure in geodesic configuration was used. Number of member variation was consulted several times
considering its geometry smoothness and the economy.
The struts of these geodesic were bamboo poles. Both ends of each bamboo were attached by T-joint that would be connected to the connection
components. These components were purely assembled manually. The
workers were traditional workers with special skills in bamboo construction.
There were 3 variations with total of 165 strut components (Figure 7). The
variation of the struts length was optimized by manual selection from sets of
variation generated by algorithmic design software.
The connections were in shapes of bowl or truncated pyramid. There was
slit in each faces to insert the threaded bar from the T-joints. The geometry
considered its easiness of assembly, economy, and strength. There were 3
variations of connections with total of 61 components (Figure 7).
The connection faces were generated automatically from the configuration of the struts. The model of connection directly sent to the manufacturer
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to be fabricated. Faces were fabricated by using the CNC milling, which
then assembled and welded to form the truncated pyramid shapes. CNC milling was used by its availability. Each face was milled individually instead of
milling the connection directly. It saved material cost and skilled welders
were available. Here contributed both the use of mass customization and
skilled manual assembling. All the components were prepared in Indonesia
and assembled in South Korea (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Struts (left) and connection component (right)

Figure 8. Assembling Process

6. Conclusion and further research
As shown in the previous chapters, it is possible to combine mass customization and conventional construction. With material that has a lot of variety,
like bamboo, it is needed to handle it manually. Even the production of connection still needed to be handled manually. With a simple labelling, welded
was easily done.
Algorithmic design was used mainly to automate any complicated process. The algorithm that was used basically comprehended the workflow
planned. Some backtracking still existed, such as connection detail process.
At the built example, the detailed connection geometries were constructed
and given to the CNC operators, which then manually translated it to script
for the CNC. This process might be inefficient in much more complex ge-
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ometry. An algorithm to translate the shape data into CNC script might be
needed for next example.
Assembling was done easily since the connection was simple. The workers itself didn’t understand the overall configurations, they just did the obvious details; welding and assembling the bolt.
Considerations that were needed to be tested by further example are on
the transition from the digital process to the manual process such as, prewelding assembling process, and on-site assembling. The former process included pairing each faces before welding and the welding process itself.
Both were crucial since welding couldn’t be undone. Pairing process might
be difficult if the shape is more complex.
Next research could be for analysing the other engineering aspect for this
prototype and suggesting other structural system with more optimal combination of conventional construction and mass customization. A more flexible
method to calculate the mechanical properties of the connection might be
needed.
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